Forces of destruction gathered. Hackers. Attackers. And, yes, those who would cut the IT budgets of K-12 districts across the galaxy.

Time for the light sabers? “No,” said an IT manager who had successfully resisted the dark side. “Let’s talk to Cisco. They know data centers—and education. They care about the small guys like us. Strong with that one, The Force is.”

Even within our own little galaxy, Cisco has helped more than 14,000 school districts and 9,000 colleges across 127 countries—sorry, countries—to transform their data centers and educational experiences.

Forget launching the X-wing fighters

When teachers and administrators on the mothership lose connectivity, classes become less productive, and wasted time results in wasted money. By keeping your infrastructure and engines stable, Cisco will help you thermo-detinate inefficiencies and drive more value from your employees. In fact, a Forrester model suggests Cisco Unified Computing Systems (UCS) can save up to $16 per employee per year by minimizing outages and maximizing time-to-recovery.

Ease of use?

Fear not, young Jedi

Cisco technology is built to keep applications running. Whether you’re fighting storm troopers, implementing VDI, or supporting critical programs like online standardized testing, you have all the performance, manageability and power of the force you need.

Seek advice, you must.
Visit cisco.com/go/servers
Talk to Cisco today.